Juan de Souza
Founder and CEO of TFX Startup
contato@juandesouza.com

Summary
My name is Juan de Souza, I'm 17 years old, Founder and CEO of TFX Startup, a place where runs innovative
services and projects. The brand’s main focus are Brazil, countries of America and Portugal. My journey
started at the age of 10 with the "TFX" site, at that time I couldn’t move properly on a computer, however, the
willingness to learn (even on a dial-up connection).
That’s why I decided, on 8 April 2010, to open a website, so that I could share the knowledge I learned
gradually. Since I was born from a humble family without great references, a lot of challenges and adversities
tried to block me. Nonetheless, here I am today, chief of a great company and ready to face any difficulty ahead
of me towards a bright future.
Years have passed now which has permitted me to learn a lot from my mistakes as from my successes. This
is why, today, with the startup, it’s possible, as my culture and value have grown, to provide services and
innovative solutions in the technology segment.
Also, I dare to say that Brazil is a fantastic country, even with all its problems, it's where an entrepreneur can
achieve its highest challenges: solving humongous problems.
Learn more: www.juandesouza.com

Experience
Founder and CEO at TFX Startup
janeiro de 2016 - até o momento (1 ano 3 meses)
From 2017, many things will change ... for the better! Starting with my Startup, optimizing and better
managing all our products and services. Thus, the reader, listener and consumer will benefit from our
excellent and distinguished service. The future has begun!
https://www.tfxstartup.com/
Founder and Editor-in-Chief at TFX
abril de 2010 - até o momento (7 anos)
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The portal "TFX" was founded in 2010 by Juan de Souza to 10 years of age, in order to share their
experiences with the technology. It is grown and today covers the most important issues, such as:
Technology, Games and Film.
Our goal is to transmit quality information to our audience in various channels of content, such as: Posts,
Podcasts and Videos.
Our current focus is on B2B and B2C market.
http://www.tfxbrasil.com/
Co-founder and Editor-in-Chief at Sonia Ideias
março de 2013 - até o momento (4 anos 1 mês)
Sonia ideas is a blog founded by Sonia Maria who proudly is a lawyer and businesswoman. As co-founder,
we have Juan de Souza to 13 years of age, he developed the logo and visual identity of the blog, as well as
the name of the blog.
Currently, the goal of the blog is to add value to society by addressing various issues, such as Nature,
Citizenship and Curiosities.
Our current focus is on B2B and B2C market.
http://www.soniaideias.com/
Founder and Programmer at Blenner OS
agosto de 2013 - até o momento (3 anos 8 meses)
Founded by Juan de Souza, to 14 years of age, Blenner OS stands out for its great advantage: Innovation and
Service Premium in all plans offered. Moreover, it is a system in Cloud Computing developed in Brazil,
resulting in a very low latency to its customers.
Our care is also seen as a positive aspect, since the assist from beginning to advanced client, suggesting the
best decisions in terms of infrastructure and scalability.
Our current focus is on B2B and B2C market.
https://www.blenneros.net/
Founder and Programmer at UpGamer Engine
fevereiro de 2013 - até o momento (4 anos 2 meses)
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"UpGamer Engine" is an engine that began to be developed by Juan de Souza, at the age of 13, to develop his
first platform game with a degree of complexity greater than all the projects already done in startup.
In addition, the engine with a proposal very different from the others, being the first Brazilian engine to be
natively compatible with the 4K resolution at 60fps, in addition to having innovative features tied to our
Cloud Computing platform: Blenner OS.
At the moment, the engine only supports textures and 2D modules. However, there is already a free
expansion project (future upgrade) that will be compatible with 3D and VR.
https://www.upgamerengine.net/
Founder, Programmer and Level Design at Flyto Adventures
maio de 2013 - até o momento (3 anos 11 meses)
For many years, humans have been gradually destroying and polluting our Planet Earth. In a new journey,
"Joe" decides to embark on an adventure to get to know the most diverse points of the planet, observing the
negative impacts that humans are causing. In this great adventure, "Joe" knows people, cultures, ethnicities
and makes great friendships. In addition, to be able to ship to other continents, "Joe" needs to collect special
items such as coins, treasures and diamonds to be able to sell and buy his ticket to follow his long journey
across the globe.
In addition to making insane discoveries, "Joe" makes the record of each area cleared, so as to disclose to
the world what he encountered in his adventures through the book, which will be written by him. The book
named "Flyto Adventures" will show the world the beauties of our planet and the real importance of its
preservation, guaranteeing a good quality of life for all living beings.
The soundtrack of the game is being produced through the application "GarageBand" in the iPad, being an
original and innovative production. In all, there are more than 25 productions already made so far (2016).
"Flyto Adventures" is a Brazilian Indie game with a different perspective and interactive puzzles. The initial
development began in 2013, by Juan de Souza to 13 years old when he was still developing the UpGamer
Engine.
Besides that, the game will have a very compelling storyline that will immerse the player to the scene and
missions. Moreover, the game being optimized for Windows 10® (with resolution: 720p, 900p, 1080p,
UltraWide and 4K), running at 60 frames per second.
Suitable for all ages.
The launch is scheduled for the second half of 2018.
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The game will be available in Portuguese, English, Spanish, French and German.
Founder and Manager at RecantoShop
outubro de 2014 - até o momento (2 anos 6 meses)
There are several sites "E-Commerce" on the Internet. Thinking about it in 2014, we decided to create our
own virtual store with a great advantage: cheaper products with a Premium Service. Our store was founded
by Juan de Souza, 15 years of age, in order to do differently in a market as "saturated".
Importantly, we do not sell products directly, but indicated products and gain a small percentage commission.
Still, there is "RecantoShop Prime", a differential for customers who need to advertise products in our store,
maximizing operating costs.
Our current focus is on the B2B and B2C market.
Founder and Mentor at EcoVision Brasil
agosto de 2016 - até o momento (8 meses)
Founded by Juan de Souza, at age 17, EcoVision is one of TFX Startup's biggest and most ambitious projects.
Our goal is to offer solutions to companies and users. The focus of the platform is to integrate people who
want to recycle their electronic waste to companies, in a practical, fast and safe way.
Currently, our country is in the list of countries that most discard e-waste incorrectly, that is, the situation is
serious. However, we believe we can reverse this sad statistic.
With the culture of our startup, in addition to offering innovative solutions for the B2B and B2C markets,
we can show that materials that were formerly considered as "junk" or "unusable" can be used to create new
devices while respecting our planet.
https://www.ecovision.com.br/
Founder and Programmer at ImagineDraw
dezembro de 2015 - até o momento (1 ano 4 meses)
Still in development, "ImagineDraw" is an All-in-One solution, enabling advanced adaptation and editing
photographs on Google Drive, Dropbox and OneDrive. The service is still in the "Closed Beta", restricted by
invitation only. However, soon make available more information about.
https://www.imaginedraw.net/
Founder and Programmer at Vanna OS
novembro de 2016 - até o momento (5 meses)
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Founded by Juan de Souza, at age 17, Vanna OS stands out for its great differential: an artificial intelligence
for B2B business.
Vanna OS is an AI capable of making decisions in favor of your enterprise in the aspects of planning and
infrastructure of high level scalable. All guidelines are forwarded to the AI that can analyze and respond
accurately whether or not to perform a task.
The platform, in turn, has full integration with Blenner OS services, indicating the most recommended
metrics for each B2B enterprise.
The AI was created to meet the demands of our startup, which needs more efficient management and
increasingly robust security. With this in mind, our algorithm can analyze the usage profile of each user, such
as in our dashboards, applications and guidelines. In this way, if there is an unusual activity in a particular
account, the AI sends a request requesting the user to enter his token and confirm the information registered.
The system is still only restricted to our startup. However, Vanna OS is increasingly being improved and
learning intelligently with our customers and users, without privacy being affected. The initial forecast is for
the AI to be open to interested companies in the second half of 2020.
Our current focus is on the B2B market.
https://www.vannaos.net
Content Creator at YouTube
janeiro de 2016 - até o momento (1 ano 3 meses)
To further expand the portal "TFX" we are betting on a new idea: a channel on YouTube. In 2017, many new
features are coming!
https://www.tfx.com.br/canal/
CTO and CIO at STYLO & ART
abril de 2014 - até o momento (3 anos)
In this fantastic company, take care of the infrastructure and scalability. Besides that, manage the Marketing
sector of the business, making dynamics, transparency and innovation are priorities.
https://www.styloeart.com/

Skills & Expertise
Software
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Swift
Objective-C
Android Studio
Xcode
Visual Studio
Cloud Computing
Cloud Security
Cloud Applications
Dreamweaver
Conceptual Art
Level Design
Marketing
WordPress
CMS
MySQL
JavaScript
C++
C#
ASPX
PHP
HTML
CSS
Node.js
Microsoft SQL Server
MongoDB
Magento
Java
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Amazon S3
Amazon CloudFront
Sony Vegas
After Effects
Photoshop
Corel Draw
Windows
Mac OS
Linux
Operating Systems
E-commerce
Management
Premium Support
Start-ups
Podcasting
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YouTube
Amazon EC2
Amazon RDS
Amazon Dynamodb

Volunteer Experience
I am contributing monthly with donations to Internet Archive at Internet Archive
setembro de 2016 - até o momento
I find it very cool work done by Internet Archive in the world, so I decided to contribute to the project.
I am contributing monthly with donations to at Adote um Focinho
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to contribute monthly with Adote um Focinho, a noble initiative that aims to find and help dogs
found on the streets in critical states. Still, they have several initiatives to help dogs find new homes.
I am contributing monthly with donations to GParted at GParted
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to support GParted software on a monthly basis, an innovative solution to accurately manage
storage resources such as SSD, HD and HDD.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Debian The Universal Operation System at Debian
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to contribute monthly with the Debian project, an association of individuals that have as common
cause to create a free and interesting operating system to program. A large part of the basic tools that make
up the operating system come from the GNU project; Hence the names: GNU / Linux, GNU / kFreeBSD and
GNU / Hurd. These tools are also free.
I am contributing monthly with donations to AACD at AACD
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to support AACD on a monthly basis, a non-profit organization that aims to help people with
physical disabilities and special needs. In addition, the organization offers numerous daily visits to people in
need.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Audacity at Audacity Team
março de 2017 - até o momento
An excellent free podcast editing software. This is a definition of the brilliant Audacity. The practicality
and consistency during the editions are undoubtedly great strengths of this application. With that in mind, I
decided to donate a monthly amount to contribute to this incredible project, which has been helping a lot of
bloggers and companies around the world.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Clube dos Vira-Latas at Clube dos Vira-Latas
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I decided to contribute monthly with the Clube dos Vira-Latas, a noble initiative that aims to find and help
dogs found on the streets, besides taking care to indicate them for adoption.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Médicos Sem Fronteiras at Médicos Sem Fronteiras
Brasil / Médecins Sans Frontières Brésil - MSF
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to give monthly support to Médecins Sans Frontières, a non-profit organization that takes health
care to people in need of medical and humanitarian aid amidst armed conflicts, epidemics, natural disasters,
malnutrition and exclusion from access to health care.
I am contributing monthly with donations to FileZilla at Filezilla
março de 2017 - até o momento
I find it very cool the work that the FileZilla team develops, being an excellent software to manage FTP
connections safely. Thinking about it, I decided to donate a monthly amount to contribute to this brilliant
project.
I am contributing monthly with donations to UNICEF at UNICEF
outubro de 2016 - até o momento
I think it's a very cool work done by UNICEF. I recently discovered through PayPal, a campaign with the
proposal to help hurricane victims in Haiti Matthew. So I decided to contribute an amount that I believe will
help very many people.
https://www.paypal-brasil.com.br/doe/ajudahaiti
I am contributing monthly with donations to Mozilla Foundation at Mozilla
março de 2017 - até o momento
I think the work Mozilla does with the Firefox browser is really cool. Thinking about it, I decided to donate a
monthly amount to contribute with the constant evolution of Firefox.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Inno Setup at Inno Setup
março de 2017 - até o momento
I find it very cool work done by Inno Setup, with innovative features to create a convenient, compact and
secure installation wizard. So I decided to contribute to the project.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Paint.net at Paint.net
março de 2017 - até o momento
I find it very cool work done by Paint.net, with free and innovative features to edit images. So I decided to
contribute to the project.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Let's Encrypt at Let's Encrypt
março de 2017 - até o momento
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I find it very cool work done by Let's Encrypt, making the Internet increasingly secure as SSL certificates
free, so I decided to contribute to the project.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Wikimedia Foundation at Wikimedia Foundation
setembro de 2016 - até o momento
I find it very cool work done by Wikipedia in the world, so I decided to contribute to the Wikimedia
Foundation.
I am contributing monthly with donations to JS Foundation at JS Foundation
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to contribute monthly with one of the largest global foundations with numerous projects aimed at
the digital market.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Greenpeace at Greenpeace
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to support Greenpeace's projects and initiatives every month, which seeks to protect the
environment in many different countries, as well as promoting campaigns that reflect on undue attitudes of
people and companies.
I am contributing monthly with donations to National Geographic Society at National Geographic
fevereiro de 2017 - até o momento
I find the work done by National Geographic really cool. Thinking about it, I decided to contribute a token
amount to support the projects idealized by Nat Geo.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Apache Software Foundation at The Apache Software
Foundation
março de 2017 - até o momento
I find it very cool work done by The Apache Software Foundation in the world, so I decided to contribute to
the project.
I am contributing monthly with donations to WWF at WWF
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to contribute monthly with one of the largest global initiatives with the proposal to raise awareness
among the population, as well as to expand environmental projects in several countries.
I am contributing monthly with donations to Instituto Ayrton Senna at Instituto Ayrton Senna
março de 2017 - até o momento
I decided to contribute monthly with one of the national initiatives that seeks to change Brazilian education
with several innovative projects.

Languages
Português

(Fluente ou nativo)
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English
Español

(Nível intermediário)
(Nível básico a intermediário)

Education
Escola Dínamis
High School, 2016 - 2016
Colégio Stockler
High School, 2015 - 2015
Colégio ICT
High School, 2014 - 2014
Colégio Themis de Almeida Vieira
Elementary School, 2010 - 2013
Escola Municipal Bahia
Elementary School, 2008 - 2009
Instituto Educacional Renarice
Primary School and Elementary School, 2003 - 2007

Interests
Business, Start-ups, Technology, Marketing, Entrepreneurship, Tasks, Tech, Creative, Seeking Opportunities,
Android, Windows, Windows Mobile, Apple, Music

Certifications
Duolingo Fluency in English: Professional working with competence (estimate)
Duolingo
maio de 2016
PUC por um Semestre 2016.1: Computação
PUC-Rio
abril de 2016
High School Graduation
Escola Dínamis
dezembro de 2016

Projects
Two Factor Authentication
Usuários:Juan de Souza
After months of testing, I am delighted to announce that all TFX Startup sites and services have AES-256
encryption as standard. In this way, all information is being encrypted, ensuring greater security for our
users and clients. Nonetheless, I have implemented two-step authentication on all sites and services using
the company's renowned "Authy" service, which will keep encrypted tokens for customers to access their
accounts in a secure, convenient and fast way . All the mentioned resources are already available since
January 29, 2017.
TFX Startup Dashboard
January 2017 to Present
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Usuários:Juan de Souza
I am already preparing the startup to receive future employees. For this, I am following the endomarketing
and planning platform, where only previously registered people have access to information, such as: list of
tasks, reports, payments, among others. Access is restricted, but I'll be posting more information about the
TFX Startup Dashboard soon.
UGE Dashboard
Usuários:Juan de Souza
I'm at full steam! In the coming months the UpGamer Engine platform will be officially launched with a host
of innovative features. One of the biggest differences of the platform is the ability to create applications in
the cloud and perform ready builds on an application installed on the computer. Thus, all processing will
be performed in the cloud, while the executable part will open in Windows, Linux or MacOS. Soon more
information!
EcoVision Dashboard
December 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
I'm at full steam! In the coming months the EcoVision platform will be officially launched with innumerable
innovative resources to start activities in the Brazilian market. Soon more information!
RecantoShop Prime
November 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Did you know that you can advertise your products in our store? As of now, you do not need to have the
traditional costs to maintain your online store on the internet. With RecantoShop Prime, you can advertise
your products in our eCommerce, paying only a small monthly fee.
Flyto Adventures
May 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Given the feedback sent in Closed Beta (2017), could solve many problems and instabilities in the game,
which is still in the "Closed Tech Beta" version.
EcoVision
August 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
One of the factors that we take into account in Brazil is Sustainability, ie the way in which we can reuse
elements or materials.
Unfortunately, our country is in the list of countries that discard electronic waste improperly, ie the situation
is serious. However, we believe we can reverse this sad statistic.
So with the TFX Startup culture, creator of the project "EcoVision", we can show that the materials that were
previously regarded as "scrap" or "unusable" can be used to create new devices, respecting our planet.
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Our goal is concientizar public Geek. We believe that together we can change the situation in Brazil and
transform our country into a better place.
https://www.ecovision.com.br/
Blenner OS API
July 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
With our API (Application Program Interface), it becomes more practical for the B2B and B2C markets to
focus on what's more important: their own work, letting Blenner OS get the job done.
Blenner OS & Vanna OS
July 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
If there is a problem, Vanna OS takes action to verify what happened. The platform will make decisions
according to each identified situation, integrating with Blenner OS Premium Support.
Blenner OS Mail
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Redirect your emails with a built-in ID to the Alias Application, to redirect your professional email (example:
contato@nome.com.br) to a standard email from Gmail, iCloud, Yahoo !, among others.
Blenner OS Cloud
Usuários:Juan de Souza
We offer plans for several markets, such as B2B and B2C, with authentic competitive differentials. All plans
have SSD storage, Resources Isolation, Mail, Support and more!
Blenner OS Insights
September 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Each month, Blenner OS's own site, free insights focusing on the most diverse types of segments, from basic
to advanced, will be published on the Blenner OS website. In this way, we can solve recurring questions.
Blenner OS Security
August 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Our applications use cryptography in several steps, ensuring security while exchanging personal and business
information. We use: AES-256, SHA512, POLY1305 and TLS 1.3.
Blenner OS Payment
May 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
An excellent solution for linking your PayPal and PagSeguro account to the Blenner OS Dashboard, making
it more practical to make payments from Blenner OS and receive payments from your potential customers.
Blenner OS Help Desk
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October 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
A true Help Center for our customers, with step by step how to perform certain procedures simply and
quickly. In addition, there are a variety of explanatory videos.
Blenner OS SmartCDN
August 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Already accessed that site that takes several seconds to load? With Blenner OS SmartCDN, you can upload
static files and speed up loading of your site (suitable for WordPress).
Blenner OS Dashboard
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Manage all your applications in a single Control Panel, unifying all your activities in Cloud Computing. In it,
you can administer your Server, Database, Access Key, SSH, among others.
Blenner OS Premium Support
February 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
In all the services of Blenner OS, we prioritize a Premium Support, with differentials in the service directed
to each client. In addition, there is no additional cost in Premium Support.
Blenner OS Advanced Optimization
March 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
In this module, let's look at the keywords of your business, as well as the target audience, to improve the
positioning of your page on search engines, such as Google and Bing (SEO).
Vanna OS
November 2016 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Vanna OS is an AI capable of making decisions in favor of your enterprise in the aspects of planning and
infrastructure of high level scalable. All guidelines are forwarded to the AI that can analyze and respond
accurately whether or not to perform a task.
The platform, in turn, has full integration with Blenner OS services, indicating the most recommended
metrics for each B2B enterprise.
The AI was created to meet the demands of our startup, which needs more efficient management and
increasingly robust security. With this in mind, our algorithm can analyze the usage profile of each user, such
as in our dashboards, applications and guidelines. In this way, if there is an unusual activity in a particular
account, the AI sends a request requesting the user to enter his token and confirm the information registered.
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The system is still only restricted to our startup. However, Vanna OS is increasingly being improved and
learning intelligently with our customers and users, without privacy being affected. The initial forecast is for
the AI to be open to interested companies in the second half of 2020.
UpGamer Engine for Education
January 2017 to Present
Usuários:Juan de Souza
Thinking about changing the current scenario of education in Brazil, the UpGamer Engine for Education
emerges as an innovative initiative for educational institutions, be they public or private.
One of the main challenges today is the school computers, which have very basic technical specifications,
making it impossible to install more robust software to teach students to program. However, the UGE comes
with great differentials to solve these and other current problems.
Our engine is based on cloud computing, so you do not need to install any software on Windows or macOS,
since all operations are performed by the user's own internet browser.
Our goal with the "Education" module is to show that it is possible to teach (in practice) high level
programming in Brazil in the most diverse schools with only one computer connected to the internet.
In addition, we use our infrastructure in cloud computing and artificial intelligence, such as Blenner OS and
Vanna OS. In this way, all operations are performed safely and highly scalable to more than 15 countries
around the world.
The UpGamer Engine (UGE) will be officially launched in the second half of 2019. However, starting in
the second half of 2017 the first closed beta will be conducted with interested developers and educational
institutions. Therefore, soon you will be able to fill out the form of interest on our website: https://
www.upgamerengine.net/beta.

Publications
Innovating in the 21st century
Juan de Souza 20 de maio de 2016
Autores: Juan de Souza
In a globalized world, different sectors and segments are in a great offer. To stand out, you need to reinvent
or even innovate in a market as "saturated". It may seem a complex task. However, it is matter of time before
your business and / or Startup find the most profitable and dynamic business model.
Juan de Souza,
16 years old.
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Honors and Awards
1st place in "Science and Technology" (Juri Technical)
Top Blog
abril de 2016
Winner "Top Blog 2015" by the Technical Jury in the category "Science and Technology".
Completed six years!
abril de 2016
On April 8, 2010, with only 10 years old, I decided to create a site where i could share what he had learned
with the world ... Six years have passed, and we are proud that the site managed to retain a large number
users in Brazil and Portugal. It is extremely gratifying to know that a job well done is recognized by many
countries ...
I just have to thank everyone! Bring another 6 years! :)

Test Scores
Greater Performance and Energy Savings
junho de 2016 Nota:78%
Our operating system Cloud Computing won a superior performance to 43% and managed to reduce 35%
of energy consumption at peak times. In addition, the On-Demand servers are resulting in more energy
consumption at times where there are few simultaneous accesses.
In addition, we use the ecosystem of the Amazon and CloudFlare, which use servers from the Solar Energy
and Wind Power, another great advantage in "TFX Startup".
For this, it was necessary to conduct several tests to prove the real gain in performance. The result was
amazing!
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Juan de Souza
Founder and CEO of TFX Startup
contato@juandesouza.com

11 people have recommended Juan
"Juan é um profissional, que apesar da pouca idade, me surpreendeu muito. Tanto pela competência técnica
quanto pelo conhecimento Organizacional e de Gestão. Indico-o fortemente! "
— Alexandre Torres, worked with Juan
"Juan é um profissional muito promissor. Sempre atentado às necessidades e tendências do mercado, exerce
um trabalho ímpar na criação de soluções de qualidade nas mais variadas áreas. Acredito fortemente na
integridade de suas atividades."
— Renan Kinetz Wächter, managed Juan
"Muito bom o Atendimento e Profissionalismo! Um exemplo a ser seguido,,,,."
— Carlos Almeida, was Juan's client
"Uma excelente startup, com novos ideais e perspectivas diversas para o futuro do nosso país e o mundo
(como um todo). O suporte e o interesse em resolver os problemas adversos é um dos grandes diferenciais
desta empresa. Recomendo para todas as pessoas!!"
— Mauro Sérgio Vieira, was Juan's client
"Antes, quero deixar claro que estou sendo imparcial na minha análise. O Juan é uma pessoa extremamente
educado e culto, além de estar sempre disposto a aprender e ajudar os próximos, algo raro hoje em dia,
infelizmente. De 2014 até agora, sou o colaborador do site Sonia Ideias, onde ele é o co-fundador, por sinal. É
um enorme prazer e orgulho afirmar que faço parte do blog e sou colaborador no Patreon da Startup dele. Sua
determinação e humildade são duas das várias características dele, sendo altamente recomendado a qualquer
empresário ou investidor."
— Pedro Gouvea, was Juan's client
"O Juan é um excelente gestor e fundador, ainda com seus 16 anos de idade... uma inspiração... Muito bom
o serviço que está sendo prestado ao meu negócio; o Atendimento é muito bom, diferente... E o ecosistema
utilizado é um ponto muito positivo."
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— Lucas Andrade, was Juan's client
"O seu trabalho Juan, é extremamente competente e revestido de grande seriedade, o que o torna altamente
recomendável."
— Sonia Maria Custodio, was Juan's client
"Excelente conteúdo presente no portal! Muito bacana!!"
— Mauro Sérgio Vieira, was Juan's client
"Um excelente serviço (com recursos tecnológicos de ponta) por um preço justo! Excelente! :)"
— Mauro Sérgio Vieira, was Juan's client
"Um jogo muito bom.. Tem muitos problemas, mas acredito ser normal, levando em consideração o atual
estágio de desenvolvimento. Recomendado!"
— Pedro Gouvea, managed Juan
"Parabéns Juan de Souza! Por estar realizando um ótimo trabalho em sua empresa e ajudando com
informações muitas pessoas!!! "
— Douglas Novo, was Juan's client
Contact Juan on LinkedIn
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